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ABSTRACT
Given the growing amount of very large image databases,
content based image retrieval (CBIR) is becoming more and
more important. One of the major challenges in CBIR is
the semantic gap – commonly used feature-based algorithms
are not able to identify what really draws human attention in
an image. This problem is more crucial for localized CBIR,
where certain regions / parts of the image are what the user is
really interested in. This paper explores how human gaze can
be utilized to extract regions of interest (ROIs) of an image
to perform attention based image retrieval. Using eye track-
ing data and knowledge about foveal and peripheral vision
of humans, we present a foveal fixation clustering algorithm
that automatically generates ROIs in an image while a per-
son is viewing it. To objectively set different parameters of
the algorithm, a small user study was conducted. The method
was evaluated for use in a localized CBIR system. Image
retrieval results using the publicly available SIVAL dataset
were scored using mean average precision (MAP). Compari-
son to a saliency-based visual attention algorithm as well as
to manually labeled regions showed that the retrieval results
of the developed algorithm are nearly two times better than
the saliency-based visual attention algorithm and very close
to the results using hand-labeled regions.

Index Terms— eye tracking, CBIR, image retrieval, gaze
based interaction

1. INTRODUCTION

To search for digital images of landscapes or specific objects,
we want to apply search engines. Such an engine needs infor-
mation about the contents of the images on which the search
can be performed. One way to achieve this is to annotate a
digital image with meta information, i.e., the caption, date of
creation, size, resolution, or color depth. Furthermore, addi-
tional information about the actual content of the image can
be added. Text-based retrieval engines can utilize this meta
information to retrieve images based on the query terms. Nor-
mally, a ranked list of images with respect to the relevance
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Fig. 1. Illustration of eye-tracker based region selection for
the application of content based image retrieval.

between query terms and tags is returned as the result. This
approach to image retrieval suffers from a major constraint:
the image content is not necessarily related to the provided
meta information. A further concern is the huge amount of
digital images available these days. The correct and sufficient
annotation of billions of images is simply not feasible.

Another approach to describe the image content is to ex-
tract a numerical representation of it. By computing specific
statistics from the image, i.e., distribution of colors and tex-
tures, the actual image content is described in a way that sim-
ilarities between these descriptions and thus the originating
images can be computed. Therefore, this method is called
content based image retrieval (CBIR). For CBIR, a query is
made with an image showing content similar to what we look
for in the image database.

However, CBIR methods do not consider which parts of
an image are interesting or useful, since it depends entirely
on the perspective of the viewer or user. Such a perspective
can be obtained by exploiting user’s attention data, for in-
stance captured through an eye tracking device. Hence, keep-
ing track of the user’s gaze should provide all the information
needed, i.e., where the user looks and for how long, to per-
form localized CBIR as shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, we explore how human gaze can be utilized
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to extraction regions of interest (ROIs) from an image and
present an algorithm is proposed which is capable of auto-
matic ROI extraction based on eye tracking data (Section 4).
The so acquired ROI’s are further investigated regarding their
applicability to CBIR.

2. RELATED WORK

The success of CBIR systems in recent years has largely
been attributed to the so-called “patch-based” methods as
compared to the traditional global image descriptors. In a
patch-based method, first points-of-interest in the image are
detected. Then, image patches centered on those interest
points are extracted and different features are computed as a
descriptor of that image part. Robust methods for detection
of interest points [1, 2] and extraction of their visual descrip-
tors [3] have made it possible to reliably match images by
comparing their local descriptors. Based on these methods,
recognition systems can be developed that have excellent ro-
bustness against lighting and position variations, background
changes, and partial occlusion [4, 5, 6]. Such approaches
show impressive results in very challenging situations, and
the first systems are already in commercial use [7, 8].

Patch-based methods have also been used to do part-
image search for example in the VideoGoogle System [9]. In
addition to the recognition of specific objects with patch-
based methods, recognition of considerably more diffi-
cult object categories (eg ”car”, ”tree”) has also been re-
ported [10, 11, 12].

Itti et al. [13] presented a visual attention system for the
analysis of image scenes that is inspired by the early primate
visual system. There, image features extracted from multi-
ple scales are combined into a saliency map which then is
presented to a neural network for the selection of attention
drawing regions. We will compare our proposed algorithm
against this method in Section 5. See Figure 6 for an example
of the saliency-based region selection being applied. More
recently, Judd et al. have bridged the eye tracking technology
with the creation of computational attention models [14]. A
system for object recognition and tracking in video using as-
pects of peripheral and foveal vision was proposed by Gould
et al. [15] for the application in robotic systems. The authors
use an attentive map marking unidentified objects based on a
low resolution peripheral view to direct a high resolution cam-
era for a high resolution foveal view of the region. Interactive
cropping of photos based on the gaze information provided
by an eye-tracker was presented by Santella et al. [16]. How-
ever, in opposition to our proposed application of eye tracking
for part-image retrieval, they focus on the post-processing of
photographs to increase the attractiveness to humans.

Recently, eye tracking technology has got attention for its
potential use in image retrieval. Oyekoya et al. [17] demon-
strated navigation through a collection of images using an
eye tracker as a new human-computer interface. Kienzle et

al. [18] designed a biologically-inspired interest point detec-
tor by learning human eye fixations at particular points in the
image. An image retrieval system using a combination of eye
tracking and visual features from the image was presented
in [19]. Researchers have also proposed using eye tracking
as a relevance feedback mechanism for image retrieval sys-
tems [20, 21] and on applying image re-ranking based on such
relevance feedback [22]. In this work, we extend the state-
of-the-art in the direction of part-image search and retrieval
using eye tracking technology.

3. FOVEAL VISION AND EYE-TRACKING

The fovea centralis, also known as fovea, is a small depression
in the retina located at the center of the macula which pro-
vides maximal acuity for vision. For activities where detailed
vision is of importance, i.e., driving, reading, and watching
the foveal vision is essential. Since it only covers about 2◦

of the human field of vision, it is necessary to constantly ad-
just the gaze to observe a large object. The visual information
is processed between these gaze adjustments, where the eyes
fixate for about 200− 300ms.

The patterns of eye movement and fixation can be deter-
mined by utilizing eye tracking technology. An eye tracker
collects the gaze targets based on the eye movement and gen-
erates a data stream to compute the fixations of a user. Sev-
eral methods for tracking the eyes of a person exist, i.e., elec-
trooculography, search coils, infrared purkinje method, and
camera-based. The camera-based approach, which will be
utilized in this paper, can be further subdivided into a bright
and dark pupil method. For the bright pupil method infrared
light is directed at the eye, which will be reflected by the
retina. Here, the infrared light source needs to be on the same
axis as camera and eye. In the images taken by the camera the
pupil of the eyes will appear bright in contrast to the surround-
ing due to their reflection and absorption behavior. The dark
pupil method is based on the absorption of visible light in the
retina. A source of visible light not being on the camera-eye
axis is used to illuminate the eyes of the user, which leads to
a dark appearance of the pupils on the camera image. For the
user study and algorithm development a Tobii 1750 desktop-
mounted eye tracker is used, which applies a combination of
the bright and dark pupil method. To compute the fixations
from the eye tracker provided data stream, the gaze locations
are analyzed. A sequence of four gaze points are considered
a fixation if they are placed in an area of 30 × 30 pixels. To
tolerate noise from the eye tracker, which can be introduced
by adverse lighting conditions or eye blinking, a larger region
of 50 × 50 pixels surrounding the previous one is examined
whether a subsequent gaze point is falling into it. If this is the
case, the gaze point will be assumed to belong to the previous
fixation, otherwise the following gaze points are analyzed for
a new fixation. Three or less gaze points falling into a 30×30
region are ignored as outliers.
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Fig. 2. Left: Cluster region extension for a new fixation
(green point) by computing the distance to the centroid (red
point) and between region borders. Right: New cluster after
extending the cluster region.

It is obvious that the user-screen-distance affects the size
of the foveal field of vision on the eye tracker screen. For
instance, a user-screen-distance of 60cm and a field of vision
of 2◦ marks a region of approximately 79 pixels diameter on
the screen. For algorithmic convenience, we approximate this
with the corresponding 79× 79 square region.

4. FOVEAL FIXATION CLUSTERING

Our method to extract regions of interest (ROI) from an image
depending on user gaze, is inspired by [23]. The algorithm it-
erates over all fixations of a user on a specific image. The
first fixation generates a cluster of a fixed size. For every fol-
lowing fixation, the spatial distance to all existing clusters is
calculated. If the distance to each cluster exceeds a threshold,
the fixation will create a new cluster. Otherwise, the fixation
is assigned to the nearest cluster. Finally, the clusters contain-
ing most fixations indicate potential ROIs.

However, two issues arise when applying this algorithm
to detect the ROIs for part-image retrieval. First, regarding
the relevancy of fixations, a retrospective interpretation of the
data is not possible without a record of the complete viewing
process. This prevents the decision about the relevancy of a
fixation and if a particular fixation creates a new cluster. The
second issue is related to the size and growth of the clusters.
Several parameters have to be specified, i.e., starting size for
clusters, spatial distance between successive fixations to form
a new cluster, the amount and direction of cluster growth if
a fixation falls into an existing cluster, and if the cluster size
should relate to the number of fixations it contains.

Tests have shown that using the foveal region of the hu-
man field of vision provides a good base for the initialization
of the cluster growth and size. This has lead to the devel-
opment of the foveal fixation clustering algorithm, which is
described in the following. For a new fixation and a fixation
not falling into an existing cluster, a new cluster with the size
of the foval region is created. If a new fixation is detected
inside an existing cluster, first the distance of the fixation to
the centroid of the cluster is computed to determine the direc-

Fig. 3. Example images from the SIVAL dataset for one ob-
ject (Sprite Can) with different backgrounds.

tion for the region growth. Then, a pseudo-cluster around the
new fixation is created and the distance between the borders
of the pseudo and the existing cluster is computed in growth
direction to find the amount of the cluster extension. In case
the pseudo-cluster exceeds the existing cluster, the cluster re-
gion is extended by the computed distance value, otherwise
the cluster region remains at its size. The procedure is illus-
trated in Figure 2. For the case of overlapping clusters and
a new fixation falling into the overlapping area, the fixation
will be added to the larger one of them, since its probably
most important.

So far, all previously mentioned issues regarding cluster
region growing are solved with this algorithm, except for the
time based parameters, i.e., the duration of the fixation to in-
dicate its relevancy. To investigate these parameters a user
study has been conducted.

5. EXPERIMENTS

For all experiments presented in this paper we make use of the
SIVAL dataset, which is a benchmark dataset for object-based
or localized image retrieval. The SIVAL dataset has been
previously used for tasks like content-based image retrieval
[24, 25] and multiple instance learning [26]. This dataset is
composed of twenty-five different image categories and each
category contains sixty images of the same object taken from
different viewpoints at varying locations (Figure 3).

To determine the fixation duration that indicates a user’s
interest in a region as well as to find out how long it takes
to specify the region by gaze, a small user study with five
participants was done. The study was carried out in a room
with all interior removed except for the absolute necessary
items, to minimize the distraction of the study subjects. Each
of the participants was briefed about the process and the goals
of the specific experiment. Then, the participants were seated
in front of the eye-tracker with a user-screen-distance of 60cm
and an example image was shown for preparation. As data,
two images of each category were selected from the SIVAL
dataset, forming a set of fifty images which were shown to the
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Fig. 4. Mean average precision achieved with query regions
selected by the foveal fixation clustering algorithm for differ-
ent image visibility durations and foveal angles.
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Fig. 5. Part-image retrieval performance based on query re-
gions selected by the proposed foveal fixation clustering al-
gorithm, saliency-based visual attention model, and manually
selected ROI’s.

subjects with a intermediate white screen for the relaxation of
their eyes. The participants were instructed what the regions
of interest in the upcoming images are, i.e. apple, sprite can,
or tennis ball as well as to proceed to the next image whenever
they think the region has been sufficiently marked by their
gaze. Based on the outcome of this study, the threshold for the
fixation duration that indicates the users interest in a region
was determined at an average of 377ms and the duration for
specifying a ROI in an image was at 3837ms.

To evaluate the developed algorithm and analyze the
effect of setting different parameter values, an experiment
involving 20 participants was performed. Each image was
shown to the users for four seconds. The participants were
asked to look at a specific object in the image. The data result-
ing from this experiment was then used to form several query
sets with image duration times of 1.0, 1.5, ..., 4s and foveal
angles of 1◦, 1.5◦, and 2◦ to construct ROIs. These query
sets were then utilized to evaluate the efficiency of the foveal
fixation clustering algorithm by performing a part-image re-

Fig. 6. Example for saliency-based region selection. Original
image (l), saliency map (c), selected regions of interest (r).

Fig. 7. Examples for regions selected by applying foveal fix-
ation clustering.

trieval. We use a simple SIFT feature matching [6] based
image retrieval engine, which ranks the database images
based on the number of features matching to those extracted
from the query image ROIs. The retrieval performance based
on these queries was measured by mean average precision
(MAP).

Figure 4 shows the performance values for the investi-
gated foveal angles in relation to the presentation time of the
image. As can be seen, the large foveal angle of 2◦ provides
the best retrieval results. Furthermore, it can be inferred that
the optimal duration for the selection of the ROI is between
3.5s and 4s, with a small performance increase between these
timing values.

The last experiment compares the achievable performance
in part-image retrieval using regions selected by the proposed
foveal fixation clustering algorithm (Figure 7) against the se-
lection of the saliency-based visual attention model [13] (Fig-
ure 6) and manually labeled ROIs marking the closest bound-
ing box. The results of this experiment (Figure 5) show that
the proposed algorithm performs nearly as good for select-
ing query regions in images as using manually labeled ones.
Thus, it can be assumed that the previously found parameters,
i.e., the foveal angle, the relevant fixation time, and the image
presentation time allow the foveal fixation clustering algo-
rithm to specify similarly well selected query regions. On the
other hand, regions identified by applying the saliency-based
attention model give a much lower performance compared to
our proposed approach.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a novel approach for clustering
eye-tracker based fixations to select query regions for the
purpose of part-image retrieval. Based on two user stud-
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ies involving 5 and 20 participants respectively, parameters
for the proposed foveal fixation clustering algorithm were
determined and verified. Furthermore, it was shown that
query regions selected by this algorithm provide a similar
performance (29.9%) compared to manually selected regions
(33.3%) for the application of part-image retrieval and out-
perform a saliency-based method for ROI selection in images.
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